FLAT TOP GUITAR FLIGHT CASE ORDER FORM
World Liberty (Thailand) Co.,Ltd. (Karura Cases)
23/8 Moo1 Nongpalai - Banglamung CHONBURI 20150 THAILAND
Tel:+66 656840984 (www.karuracase.com sebastien@karuracase.com / audrey@karuracase.com

___ A - Dimension to bottom of Headstock
___ B - Dimension to bottom of Neck at 1 st Fret
___ C - Dimension to top of String at 1st Fret
___ D - Dimension to bottom of Neck at 8th Fret
___ E - Dimension to top of String at 8th Fret
___ F - Body thickness at Heel
___ G - Body thickness at End Pin
___ H - Thickness of Saddle
___ I - Total Length of Guitar
___ J - Length of Neck (Nut to Body)
___ K - Length of Body
___ L - Maximum Width of Headstock (including Tuners)
___ M - Width of Neck at Nut
___ N - Width of Body (maximum at Top Bout)
___ O - Width of Body (maximum at Lower Bout)
___ P - Width of Body (minimum at Mid Bout)
___ Q - Length of End Pins (Top and Lower Bout)
Cutaway fill desired? _______________ (tracing required)
Describe all knobs, irregularities or other protrusions on body which will affect the case padding (tracing required) For each
element define protrusion depth and locate it on the tracing noting what surface the protrusion extends from. ___________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________________________

MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS

Address: ________________________________________________________

STEP 1:Place the instrument on a flat surface; raise the body by
placing a ½ inch block under the body at the heel.

_______________________________________________________________

STEP 2:Measure and record all measurements in one set of
units (either inches or millimeters). Take measurements
to the nearest 1/16” or 1mm. Provide a detailed
description of any elements on your instrument which will
require special cut outs in the foam

Prov/State: ___________________ Postal/Zip Code: ____________________

STEP 3:Trace the shape of your instrument body using reasonably
heavy paper or light cardboard. Cut out your tracing
and insure that it accurately defines the shape of
your instrument body. Provide the cut-out to your dealer
with the order form. Cases can be made without a
tracing; however, we want to provide you the best fit
possible, a tracing is required to accomplish this
objective. If you do not provide a tracing the final fit
may not meet your requirements.

City: ________________________ Country: __________________________

Tel: _________________________ Fax : _____________________________
Guitar Maker: ____________________________________________________
Model: _______________________ Year: _____________________________

SIZE

CLASSICAL

MODEL

DREADNAUGHT

CARBON FIBER

ARCHTOP

BASALT FIBER

CUSTOM :
INFORMATIONS :

SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
TAX
TOTAL ENCLOSED

OM

